Standard colors-Nautilus Shutter/Titan screen hood and tracks
White, Ivory, Beige, Bronze
Screen bottom bar also available in Black
Titan Screen Options
Standard Insect Screens 			
Fine Mesh (No See Um) screens		
85% or 90% Solar Screen 		

Black, White
Black
Black, White, Beige, Brown, Grey, Sand

Nautilus Shutter/Titan Screen Combination Specifications
End Cap and Hood Sizes-Rectangular Hood
73” to 144” finished height		
7”wide x 13” high
145” to 168” finished height 		
8” wide x 14” high
169” to 192” finished height		
9” wide x 15” high
Maximum Width
248” finished width

Maximum Height
216” finished height

Track Dimensions and Application
Nautilus track				
4” wide x 1.25” deep
Screen track				
3” wide x 0.75” deep
Total track assembly			
4” wide x 2.0” deep
Tracks attached together with special self tapping screws
Operating Systems
Nautilus
Motorized with switch or remote control
Override motors optional
(Override recommended for service)
Gear operated not recommended
Titan Screen

Motorized with remote control standard
Straight and override motors available
Gear operated option (hand crank) also available

Expert Shutter Services, Inc.
668 SW Whitmore Dr., Port St. Lucie, FL 34984
Ph 844-320-4800 Fax 772-871-0990 Nautilus-US.com

Introducing the Nautilus Shutter/Screen Combination
The Nautilus Shutter/Screen Combination was developed to fill the need for those
who wanted both the benefits of the highest quality hurricane shutter available
and the advantages of insect or solar screen protection.
The Nautilus Rolling Shutter System has been the standard of the shutter industry
since it was patented in 2009 so it was only natural to couple it with the Titan
Screen System, the standard in the screen industry. By combining these products
we have produced the only true combination system utilizing both systems in one
compact hood. No other system offers the compact size and the ease of operation
you will experience with the Nautilus/Titan Combination System.
Whether you have an infinity pool and want to preserve your view without a pool
cage, or just want the dual advantages of hurricane and insect protection for your
family, the Nautilus Shutter/Screen Combination is the answer.

